ABB IN THE UNITED STATES

Athens, Tennessee
Facility Overview

What we do in Athens
Design and manufacture wiring and cable management equipment for homes, buildings, industrial facilities, and public infrastructure. With over 250 million pieces of electrical equipment produced each year in Athens, our metal and plastic conduits, framing and trays, and boxes manage the wires and cables hidden behind building walls. Well-known brands in the industry like Steel City, Kindorf, Ty-Duct, and others are made in Athens.

Who we serve
Our products are sold through electrical distributors and large retail outlets nationwide and installed by local electrical contractors.

ABB in the U.S.
ABB is a pioneering technology leader that works closely with utility, industry, transportation and infrastructure customers to write the future of industrial digitalization, increasing productivity and boosting efficiency.
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Location
260 Dennis St
Athens TN
37303

Offering
Wire and cable management

Number of employees
303

Operational since
1965

~ 50 manufacturing locations
> $14b invested since 2010
20,000 ABB employees
9 Major R&D centers